With the discovery of the Higgs boson at the Large Hadron Collider the high energy physics community's attention has now turned to understanding the properties of the Higgs boson, together with the hope of finding more scalars during run 2. In this work we discuss scenarios where using a combination of three decays, involving the 125 GeV Higgs boson, the Z boson and at least one more scalar, an indisputable signal of CP-violation arises.
Introduction
The discovery of the Higgs boson by the ATLAS [1] and CMS [2] collaborations at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has raised the interest of the high energy physics community in multi-scalar models. One of the most attractive features of some of these models is to provide extra sources of CP-violation which could help to explain the matter anti-matter asymmetry of the Universe. This was the reason that lead T.D. Lee to propose the two-Higgs double model (2HDM) [3] as a means to explain this asymmetry. Reviews of the 2HDM may be found, for example, in [4, 5] . One of the CP-violating complex versions of the 2HDM, which we refer to as C2HDM, has been the subject of many recent studies [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . The C2HDM was first proposed in [13] and it is the simplest version of an explicit CP-violating 2HDM with a clear and easy limit leading to its CP-conserving version.
As proposed in [14] , CP-violation in the scalar sector can be found in the interactions with gauge bosons in a very simple way. If CP were conserved, any decay h i → h j Z would imply opposite CP parities for h i and h j . Moreover, assuming only lagrangian terms up to dimension four, any scalar h i decaying into ZZ would be CP even 1 . Thus, for example, the simultaneous presence of the decays h 3 → h 2 Z, h 2 → h 1 Z, and h 3 → h 1 Z violates CP. We say that points in the C2HDM parameter space which lead to this situation belong to class C 1 . Similarly (with the caveat in footnote 1), the simultaneous presence of the decays h i → h j Z, h i → ZZ, and h j → ZZ, also violates CP. Within the 2HDM, there are three such possibilities, according to the (i, j) assignments, which we name classes C 2 , C 3 , and C 4 . Notice that classes C 1 -C 4 represent CP-violation, regardless of the origin of the neutral scalars. They may come from an N Higgs doublet model, or indeed from scalar fields in any number and from any representation of SU (2) L (singlets, doublets, triplets, combinations thereof, etc. . . ) In Table 1 , we show the decays involved in each class. Furthermore, in the specific context of a 2HDM, the properties of the fields ensure that, if CP were conserved, there would be two CP even neutral scalars and one CP odd neutral scalar, usually denoted by H, h, and A, respectively. Thus, in the 2HDM, the simultaneous presence of h i → ZZ for i = 1, 2, 3 signals CP-violation. We denote that possibility by class C 5 . We stress that class C 5 does not represent necessarily CP-violation in models other than the 2HDM. For example, even with three Higgs doublets one will surely have three neutral scalars and class C 5 would be consistent with CP-conservation. We will further discuss other classes that probe CP-violation that involve one scalar to two scalar decays that usually have the drawback of having smaller cross sections. It is interesting that there are only three basis-invariant quantities signalling CP-violation in the scalar sector of the 2HDM. They were introduced in [16, 17] , the connection with the observables 1 There are CP conserving terms of dimension higher than four that can mediate the decay of a pseudoscalar into two vector bosons. Those could appear at loop level from a fundamental theory, but would lead to rates far smaller than the tree level rates considered in this article. A calculation performed in the framework of the 2HDM has shown [15] that the loop mediated decays of the type hi → ZZ are several orders of magnitude smaller than the tree-level ones.
explained in [14] , and revisited in [18] . Measurements of classes C 1 -C 5 are enough to probe all invariants. In the particular setting of the C2HDM, there is only one phase/source of CP-violation, all invariants are related, and the CP-violation in all classes (which one can take as the product of the three rates in each class) is proportional to that phase.
One of the most interesting points of our proposal is that although the above described classes constitute an indisputable sign of CP-violation, they have all been searched for individually at run 1. In fact, the searches h i → ZZ and h i → h j Z were already performed by both the ATLAS and CMS collaborations. Therefore, as long as we have enough signal events in three of the proposed channels for a given set of parameters, there are good chances of observing direct CP-violation at the next LHC run. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly describe the complex 2HDM and the theoretical and phenomenological constraints imposed on the model with special emphasis on the most recent LHC data. In section 3, we propose a set of CP-violating benchmarks points for Type II and for the Flipped model. In the same section we discuss clear signs of CP-violation that involve the decay of one scalar to two scalars. Our conclusions are presented in Section 4. Finally, we present benchmark points for Type I and for the Lepton Specific model in appendix A.
The complex two-Higgs doublet model
We use as a benchmark model an extension of the SM with an extra scalar doublet. This complex 2HDM has a softly broken Z 2 symmetry φ 1 → φ 1 , φ 2 → −φ 2 and the scalar potential is written as [5]
and because the potential has to be hermitian, all couplings except m 2 12 and λ 5 are real. In order to assure that the two phases cannot be removed simultaneously, we impose arg(λ 5 ) = 2 arg(m 2 12 ) [13] . By taking m 2 12 and λ 5 real we recover the corresponding CP-conserving 2HDM. The model has three neutral particles with no definite CP, h 1 , h 2 and h 3 , and two charged scalars H ± . The mass matrix of the neutral scalar states is obtained via the rotation matrix [19] 
with s i = sin α i and c i = cos α i (i = 1, 2, 3) and
The C2HDM has 9 independent parameters which we choose to be v, tan β, m H ± , α 1 , α 2 , α 3 , m 1 , m 2 , and Re(m 2 12 ). With this choice the mass of heavier neutral scalar is a dependent parameter given by
and the parameter space will be restricted to values which obey m 3 > m 2 . We will analyse the usual four Yukawa versions of the C2HDM, in which the Z 2 symmetry is extended to the Yukawa Lagrangian [20] in order to avoid flavour changing neutral currents (FCNC). In all models the up-type quarks couple to φ 2 and the so-called Type I (Type II) is obtained by coupling down-type quarks and charged leptons to φ 2 (φ 1 ), while by coupling the down-type quarks to φ 1 and the charged leptons to φ 2 we obtain the Flipped model and by coupling the down-type quarks to φ 2 and the charged leptons to φ 1 we obtain the Lepton Specific model.
We define the signal strength as
where σ is the Higgs boson production cross section and BR(h i → f ) is the branching ratio of the h i decay into the final state f ; σ SM and BR SM (h → f ) are the corresponding quantities calculated in the SM. The cross sections were obtained from: HIGLU [21] -gluon fusion at NNLO, together with the expressions for the CP-violating model in [9] ; SusHi [22] -bb → h at NNLO; [23] -V h (associated production), tth and V V → h (vector boson fusion). The allowed parameter space of the C2HDM was recently reviewed in [10] (see also [6, 9, 13, 19, [24] [25] [26] [27] ). The benchmark points that clearly signal CP-violation will be presented in the next section and are chosen from this set. The allowed points in parameter space are subject to the constraints we will briefly describe now. We note that we only focus here on scenarios where the lightest scalar h 1 is the 125 GeV Higgs.
• We take the lightest neutral scalar, h 1 , to have a mass of 125 GeV in agreement with the latest results from ATLAS [28] and CMS [29] .
• The accuracies in the measurements of the signal strengths in the processes pp → h 1 → W W (ZZ), pp → h 1 → γγ and pp → h 1 → τ + τ − are about 20% at 1σ [29, 30] . As shown in [9] , imposing these run 1 constraints guarantees that the C2HDM automatically obeys all other run 1 constraints on the 125 GeV Higgs decays in this model. We will thus force µ V V , µ γγ and µ τ τ to be within 20% of the expected SM value
• The LHC results also allow us to put bounds on the heavier scalars h 2 and h 3 . We impose the results on µ V V [31] in the range [145, 1000] GeV and on µ τ τ [32] in the range [100, 1000] GeV. We also use the results on h i → ZZ → 4l from [33] in the range [124, 150] GeV and from [31] in the range [150, 990] GeV, and on h → γγ from [34, 35] . Finally we also impose the constraints stemming from the results based on the searches h i → Zh 1 → Zbb(τ + τ − ) [36] and h i → Zh 1 → llbb [37] .
• We consider the constraints on the charged Higgs Yukawa vertices that depend only on the charged Higgs mass and on tan β. There is a new bound on b → sγ, in Type II/F [38] of m H ± ≥ 480 GeV at 95% C.L.. Putting together all the constraints from B-physics [39, 40] and also from the R b ≡ Γ(Z → bb)/Γ(Z → hadrons) [41] measurement, we can state that roughly tan β 1 for all models. LEP searches on e + e − → H + H − [42] and the LHC searches on pp →t t(→ H +b [43, 44] ) lead us to roughly consider m H ± ≥ 100 GeV in Type I/LS.
• We consider the following theoretical constraints: the potential has to be bounded from below [45] , perturbative unitarity is required [46] [47] [48] and all allowed points comply with the oblique radiative parameters [49] [50] [51] .
• The scenarios we will present in the next section are a clear signal of CP-violation in models with an extended scalar sector. Models with a CP-violating scalar sector are constrained by bounds from electric dipole moments (EDMs) measurements. Although the search for the proposed final states should be performed from a model independent perspective, we will nevertheless estimate the most important constraints on the CP-violating phases in the context of the C2HDM [7, [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] .
The most stringent bound [7] comes from the ACME [57] results on the ThO molecule EDM. In order to have points with EDMs of an order of magnitude that conforms to the ACME result, we have computed the Barr-Zee diagrams with fermions in the loop. As we will see, the ACME bound can only be evaded by either going to the limit of the CP-conserving model or in scenarios where cancellations [55, 56] among the neutral scalars occur. These cancellations are due to orthogonality of the R matrix in the case of almost degenerate scalars [9] . We should finally point out that ref. [55] argues that the extraction of the electron EDM from the data is filled with uncertainties and an order of magnitude larger EDM than that claimed by ACME should be allowed for.
CP-violating benchmark points
In this section, we present some benchmark points that allow us to definitely probe CP-violation during LHC's run 2. In table 2, we present four benchmark points, where the first three are for Type II and P 4 is for the Flipped model (Type I and Lepton Specific are discussed in appendix A).
For each point we give the values of the parameters of the model, the values of the pseudoscalar component of the Yukawa coupling of the lightest Higgs and the values of the cross sections for the different processes. The cross sections are calculated assuming that all scalars in the final state are detected in the decay to bb and all Z bosons are detected in the leptonic decays, providing therefore a very conservative estimate for the number of signal events available. Regarding the cross sections, we sum over all possible production process with one scalar in the final state. Therefore, the numbers presented in the table correspond either to
and l = e, µ. The general criteria for the choice of our benchmark points is the following: the points have passed all the constraints described in the previous section; the number of events for a luminosity of 100f b −1 should be at least above 50, and the smallest number in table 2 for this luminosity is 61 events. Note that this number already takes into account the decay of the scalar into bb and the decay of all Z bosons into leptons (a reduction of 0.06732 for each Z). Therefore, we expect a much larger number of events when all other combinations of final states are taken into account by the Table 2 : Benchmark points for Type II: P 1, P 2 and P 3, and for the Flipped model: P 4, for LHC at √ s = 13 TeV. All Z bosons decay leptonically which corresponds to a factor of 0.06732 for each Z decay. experiments (as it is obviously the case for the ZZ final states, where we can have combinations of leptons and jets final states). In table 3 we show the rates obtained for the benchmark points which are then compared to the available experimental data from the LHC at √ s = 8 TeV. The criteria for the choice of each particular point is severely constrained by the ACME results. In fact, all the points have similar features in that they either have two neutral scalar masses almost degenerate or values of the angles very close to zero (therefore approaching the limit of the CP-conserving 2HDM). Points P 1 and P 3 have degenerate masses while point P 2 has very small α 2 and α 3 values. That is why for point P 2, the decay h 2 → h 1 Z is suppressed. In the limit α 2 = α 3 = 0, h 3 is the pseudo-scalar and h 1 and h 2 are scalars and h 2 → h 1 Z is forbidden. For the same reason, h 3 → ZZ is forbidden. Note however that although α 2 and α 3 are very small we still have a large number of signal events for 100f b −1 in h 2 → h 1 Z. As α 2,3 move away from zero (the CP-conserving limit) certain CP-violating observables grow extremely fast. Thus, we can be very close to this limit and still have large CP-violating signals.
The points were also chosen so that they would probe more than one class simultaneously. P 1 probes classes C 3 , C 4 and C 5 ; P 2 probes C 1 and C 2 ; P 3 probes C 2 , C 3 and C 5 while the point for Table 3 : Constraints from the LHC at √ s = 8 TeV for the benchmark points P 1, P 2 and P 3 (Type II) and P 4 (Flipped). NA stands for not available.
the Flipped model probes all classes. Furthermore, points P 1 and P 4 were also chosen to show that large pseudoscalar components are not only still allowed, as previously discussed in [10] , but they can also easily be probed at the next LHC run.
Finally, in table 4 we present the production cross sections for h 1 , h 2 and h 3 . In the same table we show the σ(h i )× Br(h i → X) where X stands for the main final sates being searched by ATLAS and CMS at the next LHC run. These numbers allow the experimental groups to understand if a given scalar is found in direct production whether it comes from a CP-violating process or not. In the same table we also present the values of the scalar production cross sections that lead to decays of the type h i → h j h j and h i → h j h k and that are clearly too small to be detected at the LHC for the sets of benchmark chosen, except for a few cases for points P 1 and P 4.
CP-violating scenarios involving scalar to two scalars decays
There are other classes of decays that constitute a sign of CP-violation in the 2HDM. Some of them involve the decay h 3 → h 2 h 1 which is not present in the CP-conserving version of the 2HDM. In fact the decay h 3 → h 2 h 1 is only possible if either all h i are CP-even, two of the h i are CP-odd and one is CP-even or if CP is not conserved. Since the decay h 1 → ZZ was already observed we know h 1 has a CP-even component. Therefore, we can discuss the combinations of decays that together with h 3 → h 2 h 1 will be a clear sign of CP-violation in the 2HDM or that will point to other extensions of the SM that can be either CP-conserving or CP-violating.
In table 5 we present new classes of decays that again constitute model independent signs of CP-violation. Class C 6 is composed by the three decays h 1 → ZZ, h 3 → h 2 h 1 and h 3 → h 2 Z. There are other sets of simultaneous measurements involving h 3 → h 2 h 1 that are consistent with Table 4 : Predictions for σ × BR for the LHC at √ s = 13 TeV for the benchmark points P 1, P 2 and P 3 (Type II) and P 4 (Flipped).
CP conservation in models with more than two Higgs doublets, and which allow the determination of the possible CP assignments. These are: There are still other combinations involving scalar to scalar decays that are model independent signs of CP-violation. Such is the case of class C 7 in table 5 composed by the decays h 2,3 → h 1 h 1 , h 2,3 → h 1 Z and h 1 → ZZ. Finally, other combinations like h 3 → h 1 h 1 (h 2 h 2 ), h 2 → h 1 h 1 and h 1 → ZZ are not possible in a CP-conserving 2HDM but are possible in the C2HDM and can also serve to determine the CP-quantum numbers of other extensions of the scalar sector. A detailed study of these classes will be performed in a forthcoming publication [58] . 
Conclusions
We have proposed five classes of processes that constitute conclusive evidence of CP-violation in scalar decays. While the C 5 class is particular to the C2HDM, all other classes are valid in any scalar extension of the SM. One of the most attractive features of our proposal is to rely on searches that are already planned for the LHC run 2, namely h i → ZZ and h i → h j Z. Furthermore, it does not depend on complex distributions nor asymmetries of any kind, but only on total rates of specific processes. It is a direct and straightforward way to search for CP-violation at the LHC in scalar decays. As far as we know this is the only method of probing CP-violation based on rates only. We have shown that even taking into account all constraints and in particular the one from ACME that heavily restricts the amount of CP-violation in the model, it is still easy to find points to probe each of the proposed classes. In many cases a point can be used to probe several classes simultaneously. We have chosen a set of benchmark points according to different criteria, always keeping in mind that the decays should be within the reach of the LHC's run 2. We should point out however that even if these points are excluded the parameter space is large enough to provide many more points and the model is far from excluded (nor is CP-violation in scalar decays excluded). The future bounds on EDMs [52, 59] can have a strong impact on the allowed parameter space, and one has to consider the interplay between the EDM bounds and the data from run 2 to propose scenarios for future experiments. However, the EDM constraints get looser if one goes beyond the setting discussed here, allowing for λ 6 = 0 and/or λ 7 = 0 [11] . In that case classes C 1 to C 5 still probe CP-violation, and thus the methods proposed here should be pursued experimentally regardless of the fate of the C2HDM. In particular, classes C 1 to C 4 probe CP-violation in all models.
We also propose two new classes of decays, C 6 and C 7 that involve the already observed decay h 1 → ZZ, one decay of the type h i → h j h j(k) with j = k and one decay of type h j → h k Z.
As important guidelines for experiments, we propose six benchmark points covering all C2HDM types: type II (P 1-P 3), and Flipped (P 4) in tables 2, 3 and 4; type I (P 5) and Lepton Specific (P 6) in tables 6, 7 and 8 of appendix A. We provide all event rates for all scalar processes and for each benchmark points. This allows not only to search for the CP-violating classes of decays but also to confirm or disprove the points via direct search of each scalar. If a particular point is found the other decays could clarify if we are in presence of the C2HDM or of some other CP-violating extension of the SM.
A Benchmark points for Type I and for the Lepton Specific models 0.04810 -0.01600
5.146 [fb] Table 6 : Benchmark points for Type I: P 5 and for the Lepton Specific model: P 6, for LHC at √ s = 13 TeV.
All Z decay leptonically corresponding to a factor of 0.06732.
In this appendix we present two further benchmark points, one for Type I and the other for the Lepton Specific (LS) model. In table 6 we present the values of the parameters and the cross sections for benchmark point P 5 in Type I and P 6 for the LS model. In Type I it was possible to find a point that not only complies with all the constraints but that probes all CP-violating classes at the same time. For the LS model the classes probed are C 2 , C 3 and C 5 .
As we did for the remaining benchmark points, we present in table 7 the effect of the LHC constraints on the processes involving scalars. In table 8 we present the production cross sections Table 7 : Constraints from the LHC at √ s = 8 TeV for the benchmark points P 5 (Type I) and P 6 (Lepton Specific).
for h 1 , h 2 and h 3 and also the σ(h i ) × Br(h i → X) where again X stands for the most relevant final states searched by ATLAS and CMS at the next LHC run. We also show the values of the scalar production cross sections that lead to decays of the type h i → h j h j and h i → h j h k . Interestingly, for the benchmark points of Type I and Lepton Specific, there are many scalar to scalar decays that could be probed at the next LHC run. Table 8 : Predictions for σ × BR at √ s = 13 TeV for the benchmark points P 5 (Type I) and P 6 (Lepton Specific).
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